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&03!"+.<$‘entrepreneurial firms are more forward and 
outward looking and less likely to be held back by actual or possible problems 




























		‘succeeded in overcoming some regulatory difficulties or 





















































































































































































































































































































				characteristics of growth 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































“We have never changed a plan due to regulation". tend to develop business out of 


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Da unique position” 			7
	
	!“needed 
to speak to a lot of people to get it right – finding the right civil servants is not easy.  
Need to know how rules are interpreted and applied. Written documents are 
important but not the whole story. How [do they] made decisions – who is involved – 



























































KDThe manufacturing side of our business is 



































































covered by the British and European Standards for climbing walls and also has to be 
compliant with all its sector standards"". for structural steel work. Accreditation 
with government regulations and trade body standards are fundamental for the 







































































































































































































































	“They push responsibilities onto us"so" we have to pay an external 































































































































!	!“slap us in the face”&




























































































particularly where growth is associated with product innovation and the emergence 

























































































































































































































































































These benefits are commonly derived from the indirect effects of regulation on their 
business (i.e. the impacts of enforcement on competitors, suppliers and customers). 
Knowledge of the regulatory environment of client groups was particularly significant 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































,&"++$Regulatory burdens of small 










Planning C: Government and Policy C&==&*&BL+-&

&C&
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EWorld Bank Policy Research Working 
Paper Series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1&"+*+$An Evaluation of the Impact and 
Effectiveness of Environmental Legislation in Small and MediumSized Enterprises: 
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Firm H: Brewery 
“Collaboration” 
Firm B: Safety engineering 
Firm D: Food preserves 
Firm E: Leisure equipment 
Firm F: Environmental technology 
  	
  
Firm C: Land surveys 






















Attitude to regulation Negative (cost) Positive (opportunity) 
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